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In this paper, a linear system of equations with crisp coefficients and fuzzy right-hand sides is 
investigated. All possible cases pertaining to the number of variables, n, and the number of 
equations, m, are dealt with. A solution is sought not as a fuzzy number vector, as usual, but 
as a fuzzy set of vectors. Each vector in the solution set solves the given fuzzy linear system 
with a certain possibility. Assuming that the coefficient matrix is a full rank matrix, three 
cases are considered: For m = n (square system), the solution set is shown to be a 
parallelepiped in coordinate space and is expressed by an explicit formula. For m > n 
(overdetermined system), the solution set is proved to be a convex polyhedron and a novel 
geometric method is proposed to compute it. For m < n (underdetermined system), by 
determining the contribution of free variables, general solution is computed. From the results 
of three cases mentioned above, a method is proposed to handle the general case, in which the 
coefficient matrix is not necessarily a full rank matrix. Comprehensive examples are provided 
and investigated in depth to illustrate each case and suggested method.  
 
Keywords: Fuzzy linear systems, non-square system, overdetermined system, 
underdetermined system, fuzzy set, fuzzy number 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Linear algebraic equation systems are commonly used for modeling application problems. 
They play important role for solving many problems in science and technology. When a 
problem includes uncertain data it is more suitable to represent them by fuzzy quantities 
rather than crisp ones. Therefore we can model such problems with fuzzy linear systems. 
Recently, there have been significant researches on fuzzy linear systems (FLS) [1-12], which 
are based mainly on the work of Friedman et al [1]. In these researches, the system is usually 
considered to be square and consistent. For overdetermined and underdetermined systems 
there are very few studies such as [13-17]. In these studies Asady et al. [13], Allahviranloo 
and Kermani [14], and Zheng and Wang [15] have extended an embedding method given by 
Wu and Ma [18, 19] for solving nm  fuzzy linear systems. In [17] the same idea is used to 
solve the fuzzy linear matrix equation CAXB  .  
In researches, mentioned above, the solution is sought to be a fuzzy number vector. Suggested 
methods are valid only for coefficient matrix satisfying certain conditions. This is because the 
existence theorem of Friedman takes place only in the case when the matrix can be 
represented as the product of a permutation matrix and a diagonal matrix. To fill this gap, 
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Gasilov et al [20, 21] suggested a new approach for linear systems, which is a geometric 
approach based on the properties of linear transformations. Unlike the other approaches, in 
this approach, the solution is considered to be a fuzzy set of vectors. Therefore, the suggested 
approach can be applied to all linear square systems. The most important difference of the 
suggested approach from the others will be explained in details later where the concept of the 
solution will be discussed. 
In this paper, we consider an nm  system with crisp coefficient matrix and with a vector of 
fuzzy numbers on the right-hand side. We generalize the geometric approach, proposed in 
[20, 21] for the square systems, for the non-square cases. Therefore, there is no additional 
requirement on the system matrix, which makes this approach superior to other approaches on 
the subject. We look for the solution as a fuzzy set. Each vector in the set satisfies the system 
with a certain possibility. In [22], the solutions of the interval linear systems has been 
classified as united solution set (USS), tolerable solution set (TSS) and controllable solution 
set (CSS). In our approach, the solution is in the sense of USS. We first determine the solution 
set when the coefficient matrix is a full rank matrix. For nn  square systems we use the 
geometric approach proposed in [20, 21]. For underdetermined systems, we identify the 
contribution of free variables to the general solution. For overdetermined systems, we propose 
a new geometric method. We show that the solution set is a convex polyhedron and we 
present an algorithm of finding it. In the particular case when the system is square, the convex 
polyhedron turns into a parallelepiped. For each point of the polyhedron, we determine the 
possibility that the point satisfies the system. Finally, we suggest a method to handle nm  
fuzzy systems, where the coefficient matrix needs not be a full rank matrix.  
This paper consists of 7 sections including the Introduction. Fuzzy linear systems are defined 
in Section 2. In Section 3, full-rank square systems are considered. Underdetermined systems 
with full rank matrix are studied in Section 4. In Section 5, a solution method is presented for 
overdetermined systems with full rank matrix. The general case is considered in Section 6. 
Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.  
 
 
2. FUZZY LINEAR SYSTEMS 
 
Below, we use the notation ))(),((
~
rfrff  , ( 10  r ) to indicate a fuzzy number in 
parametric form. We denote )0(ff   and )0(ff   to indicate the left and the right limits 
of f
~
, respectively. We represent a triangular fuzzy number as ),,(
~
rmlf  , for which we 
have lf   and rf  . 
Let )1,1(, njmiaij   be crisp numbers and ))(),((
~
rfrff iii  , ( 10  r , mi 1 ) 
be fuzzy numbers. The system  










mnmnmm
nn
nn
fxaxaxa
fxaxaxa
fxaxaxa
~
~
~
2211
22222121
11212111




   (1) 
is called an nm  fuzzy linear system. 
One can rewrite (1) as follows using matrix notation:  
BXA
~~
    (2) 
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where ][ ijaA   is an nm  crisp matrix and 
T
mfffB )
~
,,
~
,
~
(
~
21   is a vector of fuzzy 
numbers. 
 
One can look for solutions of fuzzy linear systems in two ways: solutions as fuzzy number 
vectors or solutions as fuzzy sets formed by vectors. In the first way, a fuzzy number vector 
T
nxxxX )
~,,~,~(
~
21   is called to be a solution of the system if the fuzzy numbers nxxx
~,,~,~ 21   
satisfy each equation of the system (1). 
Fuzzy number vectors are convenient tool for expressing the solution in a simple and effective 
form but it gives rise to some difficulties.  
First of all, fuzzy number vector solution exists for only some special matrices (Friedman et 
al., 1998, 2000).  
For example, the system  





 












)2,1,0(
)0,1,2(
10
21
y
x
    (3) 
has no fuzzy number solution.  
To see why, let fuzzy number solution be ),,(~ xxxx cr  and ),,(
~ yyyy cr . Then from the 
2nd equation we have immediately: )2,1,0(~ y . We put this value into the 1st equation and 
obtain: )0,1,2()2,1,0(2),,( xxx cr . From here we have 2x  and 4x . But this 
contradicts with that the right limit of a fuzzy number must be greater or equal to the left one. 
So, the system (3) has no fuzzy number solution. On the other hand, it can be seen that, for 
instance, the vector )1,3(),( yx  (the crisp solution) with membership degree 1μ  solves 
both equations of the system.  
 
The second difficulty with fuzzy number vector solution is that, even if such a solution exists, 
it may not expose the solution adequately. The following example explains this situation. 
Example 1.  Solve the system  





 











 
)10,6,2(
)4,1,2(
31
21
y
x
    (4) 
This system has fuzzy number vector solution )~,~( yx  with components )4,3,2(~ x  and 
)2,1,0(~ y . The vector )1,5(),( yx  does not belong to the set expressed by the vector 
)~,~( yx . On the other hand, it can be seen that the vector )1,5(),( yx  with membership 
degree 
3
1μ  is a solution of the system:  
2
1
)10,6,2(2
3
1
)4,1,2(1
)8();10,6,2(81351
;)3();4,1,2(31251

 


    
Therefore we have  3
1
21 },min{   . 
We will give the solution of the above system (4) later, using the method that we proposed 
(See, Section 3). 
 
Summarizing, fuzzy number vector is not sufficient instrument to express the solution.  
 
To overcome the difficulties caused by fuzzy number vector solutions, in this paper, we seek 
the solution X
~
 as a fuzzy set of n -dimensional vectors:  
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}1,|),,,({
~
221121 nifxaxaxafxxxX ininiiin  x  
In other words, we call a vector ),,,( 21 nxxx x  to be an element of the fuzzy solution set, 
if it satisfies each i -th equation for some ii fz
~
 . The possibility, or membership, of the 
vector ),,,( 21 nxxx x  in the solution set X
~
 is determined by the equation satisfied with 
least possibility. It means that  
)}(,),(),(min{)( 21~ xxxx mX μμμμ  ,    (5) 
where )()( 2211~ niniifi xaxaxai
  x . That is, )(xi  is the possibility of the value 
obtained in the left-hand side of i -th equation with respect to the fuzzy number if
~
.  
 
In regard to matrix A , we shall consider the following cases:  
 
1) nm    and  nArank )(   (square system with full rank matrix);  
2) mn    and  mArank )(   (underdetermined system with full rank matrix);  
3) nm    and  nArank )(   (overdetermined system with full rank matrix);  
4) },min{)( mnkArank    (general case).  
 
Let k  be the rank of A ,  )(Arankk  . We shall assume, without loss of generality, that the 
linearly independent rows and columns of A  reside in the upper-left corner of A . The kk   
square submatrix in this place we shall denote by K . We have kKrankArank  )()(   and  
K  is invertible.  
 
Let 
kRy  and knR z  be the vectors of leading and free variables, respectively. Then 











z
y
x    (here and below we use  and   as delimiters inside matrices).  
We can represent A  by  RLA  , where L  and R  are coefficient matrices of leading and 
free variables, respectively. L  is an km   and  R  is an )( knm    matrices.  In the cases, 
where we refer to K , we shall represent A  as  











H
G
M
K
A 



 . Here  M  is an kkm  )( ;  
G  is an )( knk    and  H  is an )()( knkm    matrices.  
 
 
3. SQUARE SYSTEM WITH FULL RANK MATRIX  
 
This is the most curious and investigated case, in which A  is a square matrix and invertible 
(i.e. nm    and  nArank )( ). Regarding this case, we could summarize results of [20, 21], 
below. The main approach in these works is as follows: The vector B
~
 of fuzzy numbers 
forms a rectangular prism in coordinate space. The image of this prism under linear 
transformation bb
1)(  AT  is a parallelepiped, which determines the solution set X
~
.  
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It is convenient to represent the right-hand side vector as bb
~~
 crB , where crb  is a vector 
with possibility 1 and denotes the vertex (crisp part) of the fuzzy region B
~
, while b
~
 denotes 
the uncertain part the vertex of which is at the origin.  
The vector crcr A bx
1  represents the crisp solution.  
 
In the case when right-hand side of (2) consists of triangular fuzzy numbers ),,(
~
iiii rmlf  , 
we have iicr mb )(  and ),0,(),0,(
~
iiiiiii bbmrmlb  . Let neee ,,, 21   be standard 
basis vectors. Then the rectangular prism, defined by B
~
, can be represented as follows:  
}|{
~
2211 iiinncr bcbcccB  eeebb  .     
An  -cut of B
~
 can be expressed in following way:  
})1()1(|{ 2211 iiinncr bcbcccB   eeebb  .    (6) 
Let ii A eg
1 . It can be seen from (6) that an  -cut of the solution and the solution itself 
are represented as follows:  
})1()1(|{ 2211 iiinncr bcbcccX   gggxx  ;    (7) 
0
~
XX   with 







 0,/
0,/
where,max1)(
1
~
iii
iii
ii
ni
X cbc
cbc
γγμ x     (8) 
 
In the general case when right-hand side consists of parametric fuzzy numbers 
))(),((
~
rfrff iii   the solution can be represented as follows:  
})()()()(|{ 2211 icriiicrinncr bfcbfcccX   gggxx  ;    (9) 
0
~
XX   with i
ni
X
αμ


1
~ min)(x ,    (10) 
where   













)1(),(
)1()1(,1
)1(),(
1
1
iiii
iii
iiii
i
fkkf
fkf
fkkf
α ;  and  iicri cbk  )(    (11) 
 
Note that ii A eg
1  is determined by the i -th column of matrix 1A , so no additional 
calculations required to construct the parallelepipeds X  and 0
~
XX  .  
 
To demonstrate the solution method we consider Example 1 again.  
Example 1.  Solve the system  





 











 
)10,6,2(
)4,1,2(
31
21
y
x
     
Solution.  
We have 







11
23
5
11A  
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The vector )
~
,~(
~
baB  , the components of which are triangular fuzzy numbers )4,1,2(~ a  
and )10,6,2(
~
b  on the right-hand side of the system, forms a rectangular region in the 
coordinate plane. This region is shown by the rectangle ABCD in Fig. 1. The image of this 
rectangle under linear transformation bb
1)(  AT  is the parallelogram DCBA  , which 
determines the solution set X
~
. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Fuzzy numbers a~  and b
~
 on the right-hand side of the system form a rectangular 
region ABCD. The linear transformation bb
1)(  AT  maps this rectangle to the 
parallelogram DCBA  , which determines the solution set X
~
. 
 
Using the formulas (7)-(8), we can express the solution X
~
 formally:  


































]4,4[
],3,3[
1
2
1
3
1
3~
2
1
21
c
c
cc
y
x
X  
Remark: One can easily check that the vector )1,5(),( yx  mentioned above (See, Example 
1 in Section 2) belongs to the set X
~
 obtained by the proposed method (it corresponds to the 
values 4.0,4.0 21  cc  of the coefficients). This example can be considered as a 
justification of the fact that the proposed method is more appropriate in general.  
 
 
4. UNDERDETERMINED SYSTEM WITH FULL RANK MATRIX  
 
In this section we assume that mn    and  mArank )( . 
We first consider a crisp system and then adopt the results for a fuzzy system. We should note 
that a system has infinitely many solutions in the considered case. 
 
-5 0 5
a
0
5
10
b
A B
C
0 5
x
-5
0
5
y
A'
C'
B'
D
D'M
M'
bb
11 )(   AT  
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4.1. Solution of crisp underdetermined systems 
Consider the crisp system bx A .  We have mArankk  )( ,  











z
y
x    and   GKA  . 
We shall determine the general solution of the system:  
zbybzybx GKKGKA 11    
Taking pz  , where 
mnR p  is a vector of parameters (arbitrary values such as ,, ts , 
assigning to the free variables), we could write the general solution as:  









 













p
pb
z
y
x 
GKK 11
    
or    
p
0
b
z
y
x


































I
GKK

11
,    (12) 
where I  is the )()( mnmn   identity matrix.  
In the last formula, the solution is presented as sum of the solution of non-homogeneous 
system with 0z   and the general solution of associated homogeneous system.  
 
Example 2.  Solve 





17243
132
zyx
zyx
   
Solution. We establish the values of parameters indicated above and compute the solution by 
the formula (12).  
  














17
1
;
2
3
43
21
b


 GKA ;   






43
21
K  
Therefore,  







13
24
10
11K  
Hence, 







2
31
bK . 


















7
16
2
3
13
24
10
1
10
11GK  
  












 
s
s
sGK
7.0
6.1
7
16
10
11 p  
General solution:  Rss
z
y
x

































;
1
7.0
6.1
0
2
3
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Example 3.  Solve 





17543
1572
wzyx
wzyx
   
Solution.  
  














17
1
;
51
57
43
21
b


 GKA ;   






43
21
K    
Therefore,  







13
24
10
11K  
Hence, 








































12
33
1020
3030
51
57
13
24
2
3
10
1
10
11
1
GK
K b
 






















 
ts
ts
t
s
GK
2
33
12
331
p  
General solution:  RtRsts
w
z
y
x





















































,;
1
0
1
3
0
1
2
3
0
0
2
3
 
 
 
4.2. Solution of fuzzy underdetermined systems 
 
It can be seen that, like to the crisp case, the solution can be presented as sum of the solution 
of non-homogeneous system with values of free variables taken be equal to zero ( 0z  ) and 
the general solution of associated homogeneous system. Note that the first system is fuzzy 
square system with full rank matrix (which can be solved by the method presented in the 
previous section), while the second one is a crisp system. Hence, the only difference from the 
crisp case is that instead of crisp system by K  the fuzzy system BK
~
y  will be solved. 
Therefore, the following method can be offered.  
The solution method:  The fuzzy solution set consists of vectors such as 











z
y
x  . Take pz 
, (
mnR p ). The parallelepiped corresponding to the solution of fuzzy square system 
BK
~
y  is determined by (9)-(11) (or (7)-(8) in the case of triangular numbers). This 
parallelepiped, translated by the vectors pz GKGK 11   , gives the y  part of the general 
solution of the system BXA
~~
 .  
 
Example 4.  Solve 





)20,17,15(243
)3,1,1(32
zyx
zyx
   
Solution.  
We note that the given system is same as in Example 2, but with fuzzy right-hand side.  
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The solution of the system BK
~
y , or explicitly,  





)20,17,15(43
)3,1,1(2
yx
yx
   
is computed using (7)-(8) as follows:  

































)]1(3),1(2[
)];1(2),1(2[
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
2
3
2
1
21 

 c
c
cc
y
x
X   
Also we have:  
  












 
s
s
sGK
7.0
6.1
7
16
10
11 p  
Based on the computations above, one can determine an  -cut of the fuzzy solution set as:  




































































Rs
c
c
scc
z
y
x
X )],1(3),1(2[
)],1(2),1(2[
1
7.0
6.1
0
1.0
2.0
0
3.0
4.0
0
2
3
2
1
21 

   
 
 
5. OVERDETERMINED SYSTEM WITH FULL RANK MATRIX  
 
Now we assume that nm    and  nArank )( . 
We note that in the crisp case, if )()( #ArankArank  , where  bAA #  is the augmented 
matrix of the system, there is no solution; if )()( #ArankArank   there exists at least one 
solution; if nArankArank  )()( #  there exists a unique solution.  
We propose a new method to solve an overdetermined system with full rank matrix.  
The solution method:  
We first consider the case 2n . Then each equation of the system is in the form fbyax
~

, where ))(),((
~
rfrff  is a fuzzy number, and represents a band bounded by the parallel 
straight lines fbyax   and fbyax  . Here )0(ff   and )0(ff  are upper and 
lower values of f
~
, respectively. The intersection of all the bands corresponding to the 
equations of the system gives the solution set X . This set is a convex polygon. The vertices 
of the polygon are some intersection points of the straight lines. But an intersection may not 
be a vertex. More than two straight lines may meet at a vertex. Based on the foregoing 
discussion we can apply the following algorithm to determine the vertices and hence the 
solution set: m  equations determine m  pairs of straight lines. Straight lines of a particular 
pair do not cross, as they are parallel. Hence, it is possible only for straight lines belonging to 
distinct pairs to intersect. The number of combinations of two straight lines taken from 
distinct pairs are 222 mC . Considering each combination separately, we can determine all 
intersection points. To decide if an intersection point ),( ** yx  is a vertex, we go through the 
list of equations to check if ),( ** yx satisfies all of them. If it does, then ),( ** yx  is a vertex. 
The convex polygon determined by the vertices is the solution set of the system. We note that 
a convex r-gon with vertices rxxx ,,, 21   can be completely specified by:  
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}1;0|)()()({
1
2211  

r
i
iicrrcccP  xxxxxxx  ,  
where cx  is an interior point of the polygon (for instance, rrc /)( 21 xxxx   ).  
 
For 2n , straight line and polygon turn into plane (hyper-plane) and polyhedron, 
respectively. The vertices are obtained from the intersection of n  planes. The number of ways 
of choosing n  planes from m  pairs of planes (choosing at most one plane from each pair) is 
n
m
nC2 . 
 
We note that the method described above is valid for the first case ( nm    and  nArank )( ) 
as well.  
 
Example 5.  Solve 








)6,3,2(2
)20,17,15(43
)3,1,1(2
yx
yx
yx
.  Check if 





2
3
,  





2
5.2
  and  





2
2
  are solutions and 
determine their possibility if they are.  
Solution.  
 
 
 
Figure 2. Each pair of parallel straight lines bounds a band, determined by an equation of the 
system. The intersection of all bands gives the solution set X
~
 (the polygon 
ABCDEF). 
 
Each equation of the system determines a band in the coordinate plane. The parallel lines 
which are the boundaries of these bands are shown in Fig. 2. The hexagon formed by the 
intersection of the bands determine the solution set X
~
. The vectors corresponding to the 
vertices of the hexagon are given by: ),(
11
24
11
23OAxA ,  ),( 3
8
3
7Bx ,  )9.2,8.2(Cx ,  
)2,4(Dx ,  ),( 3
4
3
11Ex   and  )2.1,4.3(Fx . We may select an interior point as  
0 2 4
x
0
2
4
y
A
C
B
D
EF
-x+2y=-1
-x+2y=3
3x+4y=20
3x+4y=15
2x-y=2 2x-y=6
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)05.2,05.3(),(6/)(
660
1351
165
503  FBAc xxxx  . To simplify expression, we shall 
take )2,3(2/)(  EBc xxx . Then the hexagon is given by:  
 
}1;0|)()()({
~ 6
1
621  
i
iicFcBcAcX ααααα xxxxxxx  ,   
or more explicitly,  































1
;0
8.009.02
4.012.03~ 6
1
653
2
4323
2
111
2
653
2
4323
2
111
10
i
i
i
y
x
X
α
α
αααααα
αααααα
    (13) 
 
The membership function of the fuzzy solution X
~
 is displayed in Fig. 3. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. The membership function of the fuzzy solution X
~
 is represented via  -cuts: (from 
bottom to up) μα   = 0.00, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75. The solution 79515.2~ x ,  
07030.2~ y  with highest membership 825.0 μα  is denoted by a dot.  
 
We shall compute the possibilities of vectors, according to the formula (5):  
3
2
}1,1,1min{)}4(),17(),1(min{
2
3
36
34~~~~
321
















fffX
μμμμ  
25.0}1,,1min{)}3(),5.15(),5.1(min{
2
5.2
1517
155.15
13
15.1~~~~
321


















fffX
μμμμ  
0)14()}2(),14(),2(min{
2
2
2321
~~~~~ 













ffffX
μμμμμ .  Therefore,  





2
2
 is not a solution.  
 
2 
2.5 
3 
3.5 
4 
1 
1.5 
2 
2.5 
3 
0 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1 
 
x 
y 
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We note that, for example, if the third equation were )0,1,2(2  yx , the intersection 
of bands would be empty and, consequently, the system would be inconsistent.  
 
Example 6.  Solve 








)36,2(2
)220,15(43
)23,1(2
23
2
2
rryx
rryx
rryx
.  Check if 





2
3
,  





2
5.2
  and  





2
2
  are 
solutions and determine their possibility if they are.  
Solution.  
We note that the given system is same as in Example 5, but with different right-hand side 
values, which are represented in parametric form.  
For 0r  we have 









 











)6,2(
)20,15(
)3,1(
))0(),0((
))0(),0((
))0(),0((
33
22
11
ff
ff
ff
. From here it can be seen that the lower and 
upper boundary values of right-hand fuzzy numbers are the same as in Example 5. Hence, the 
solution set X
~
 also is the same (Fig. 2), but with different membership function.  
 
We determine the membership functions of the fuzzy numbers on the right-hand side of the 
system.  
;
2018
1816
1615
,)2/)20((
,1
,15
)(;
31
10
01
,2/)3(
,1
,1
)(
2
~~
21






















x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
ff
  
63
32
,3/)6(
,2
)(
3
~
3 







x
x
x
x
x
f
  
 
We can compute the possibilities of given vectors as follows:  
8165.03/2}3/2,1,1min{)}4(),17(),1(min{
2
3
321
~~~~ 













fffX
μμμμ  
7071.05.0}1,5.0,75.0min{)}3(),5.15(),5.1(min{
2
5.2
321
~~~~ 













fffX
μμμμ  
0)14()}2(),14(),2(min{
2
2
2321
~~~~~ 













ffffX
μμμμμ .  Therefore 





2
2
 is not a solution.  
 
 
6. GENERAL CASE 
 
Now we consider general case that is },min{)( mnkArank  .  
The general solution of B
H
G
M
K
RLA
~











































z
y
z
y
x 







  can be represented as 
hp XXX 
~~
.  
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Here pX
~
 is the fuzzy solution of the fuzzy non-homogeneous system, with 0z  . We present 
how one can compute it.  
BLBRLBRLA
~~~























yzy
z
y
x
0z




.  
The system BL
~
y  corresponds to the third case (overdetermined system) if use k  instead n
. One could determine y  by the proposed method above. From this solution, one could 
construct the set pX
~
 taking 0z   into account.  
 
hX  is the general solution of the associated crisp homogeneous system:  
0
z
y
x 




















 




H
G
M
K
A .   
Since kArank )( , equations in the lower part of the system are linear combinations of the 
equations in the upper part, hence they could be discarded. Then,   
K G y z 0  
Therefore, 
1K G y z  
Hence pzpy   hh GK ;
1 . Then,   























 

kn
h
h
h R
GK
X p
p
p
z
y 1
 
 
 
Example 7.  Solve 








)6,3,2(782
)20,17,15(543
)3,1,1(572
wzyx
wzyx
wzyx
  
Check if 
T)2,0,5.0,9( ,  T)1,1,3,3(   and  T)1,1,5.4,3(    are solutions and determine 
their possibility if they are.  
Solution.  
We have 2)( Arank  and  






































7812
5143
5721












H
G
M
K
RLA  
 
First we determine pX
~
.  
BLBRLBRLA
~~~























yzy
z
y
x
0z




.  
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The system BL
~
y  for the current example is the same as that of Example 5. Therefore, we 
do not have to do additional computation. All we need is to adapt the solutions to 4-
dimensional space. Hence the first two components ( x  and y ) of the solutions are same as 
those in Example 5 (see, formula (13)), and the last two components ( z  and w ) are 0 
(because 0z  ).  
 
We shall find the solution of the corresponding homogeneous system:  






























 
12
33
1020
3030
51
57
13
24
)(
10
1
10
111 GKGK  

































 
ts
ts
y
x
t
s
GK
y
x
h
h
h
h
2
33
12
331
p  












































Rt
Rs
t
s
ts
ts
w
z
y
x
X
h
h
h
h
h
;
2
33
 
The general solution hp XXX 
~~
 is:  



















































Rt
Rs
t
s
ts
ts
w
z
y
x
X
i
ii
;
;1;0
28.009.02
334.012.03
~
6
1
653
2
4323
2
111
2
653
2
4323
2
111
10 αα
αααααα
αααααα
 
 
We shall compute the possibilities of given vectors, according to (5):  
3
1
36
35.3
1720
1719~~~~ }1,1,5.0min{)}5.3(),19(),2(min{))2,0,5.0,9((
321





fff
T
X
μμμμ  
3
2
36
34~~~~ }1,1,1min{)}4(),17(),1(min{))1,1,3,3((
321



fff
T
X
μμμμ  
0)5.4()}5.4(),15(),0(min{))1,1,5.4,3((
2321
~~~~~ 
ffff
T
X
μμμμμ     T)1,1,5.4,3(   
is not a solution.   
 
 
7. CONCLUSION 
 
To summarize, in this paper, we investigated a non-square system of m fuzzy linear equations 
with n variables. The coefficients of the equations are crisp and the right hand sides are fuzzy 
numbers. Instead of looking for solution to be a vector of fuzzy numbers, we determined 
fuzzy solution set, consisting of vectors each of that satisfies the system with some possibility. 
We proposed a new geometric approach to solve an overdetermined system (the case nm  ). 
For an underdetermined system (the case mn  ) we determined the contribution of free 
variables to general solution. Finally, we suggested a method to compute the fuzzy solution 
set of the system in general case, which assembles the results of the special cases, mentioned 
above. Some numerical examples are presented to emphasize different aspects of the 
suggested method.  
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For future research we will attempt to apply the proposed method for partially and fully fuzzy 
linear systems. The geometric approach, based on linear transformations, can be used in 
solving initial and boundary value problems for linear differential equations as well.  
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